One day ECBC capacity building awareness program
Venue : Hotel Southern Star, Mysuru
Date : 15th June 2017
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM
The first ECBC capacity building awareness training programme was held at
Hotel Southern Star, Mysuru on 15th June 2017.
Mr. Kanakaraj Ganesan and Mr. Anurag Bajpai were invited as ECBC master
trainers.
The participants from various departments such as Chief Electrical
Inspectorate, PWD & IWTD, CSRTR, Mysuru city corporation, KSPH& IDCL,
KPTCL, DFRI,AIISH, CFTRI, MYMUL, BEML and MUDA totaling to 56 nos. were
requested to register themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp (Solar lamp
was used as it would promote use of renewable energy).
Mr. Dinesh, Project Engineer, KREDL welcomed all the officials from various
departments who participated in the programme and the trainers of that day.
Mr. Hanumantharayappa, AGM, KREDL gave the inaugural address giving an
overall view on the state ECBC notification, roles and responsibilities and its
various components.
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Mr.Kanakaraj (Trainer) and Mr.Anurag Bajpai (Trainer) gave an
update on the state ECBC status and made the session very interesting.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, spiral notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the One day awareness programme
conducted on 15th June 2017 at Mysuru.

One day ECBC capacity building awareness program
Venue : Hotel Deepa Comforts, Mangaluru
Date : 12th July 2017
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM
The first ECBC capacity building awareness training programme was held at
Hotel Deepa Comforts, Mangaluru on 12th July 2017.
Mr. Anurag Bajpai and Mr. Kuladeepa were invited as ECBC master trainers.
The participants from various departments such as Chief Electrical
Inspectorate, PWD & IWTD, Nirmithi Kendra, Town and Country Planning
department, MESCOM, KPTCL. NMPT, Municipal Administration, RDPR, TMC
and Electrical Inspectorate Department totaling to 65 nos. of participants were
requested to register themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp
Mr. Dinesh, Project Engineer, KREDL welcomed all the officials from various
departments who participated in the programme and the trainers of that day.
Dr. M R Ravi, CEO, Zilla Panchayath, Dakshina Kannada was the chief Guest
and inaugurate the workshop.
Mr. Hanumantharayappa, AGM, KREDL gave the inaugural address giving an
overall view on the state ECBC notification, roles and responsibilities and its
various components.
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Mr.Anurag Bajpai (Trainer) and Mr. Kuladeepa (Trainer) gave an
update on the state ECBC status and made the session very interesting.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, spiral notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the One day awareness programme
conducted on 12th July 2017 at Mangaluru.

One day ECBC capacity building awareness program
Venue : Hotel Ashhok, Hassan
Date : 21.07.2017
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM
The first ECBC capacity building awareness training programme was held at
Hotel Ashhok, Hassan on 21st July 2017.
Mr. Kuladeepa and Mr. Mahesh Kumar were invited as ECBC master trainers.
The participants from various departments such as Electrical Inspectorate,
PWD & IWTD, PRED, Nirmithi Kendra, TMC, National Highway, KUWS&DB,
KRIDL, Town Panchayat, ISO, Urban Department, Zilla Panchayath totaling to
59 nos. of participants were requested to register themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp
Mr. Dinesh Kumar D K, Project Engineer, KREDL welcomed all the officials
from various departments who participated in the programme and the trainers
of that day.
Mr. Doddasiddaiah, Superintending Engineer, PWD, Hassan Circle, Hassan,
gave the inaugural address giving an overall view on the state ECBC
notification, roles and responsibilities and its various components.
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Mr. Kuladeepa(Trainer) and Mr. Mahesh Kumar(Trainer) gave an
update on the state ECBC status and made the session very interesting.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, spiral notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the One day awareness programme
conducted on 21st July 2017 at Hassan

One day ECBC capacity building awareness program
Venue : Atharva Hotel, Kalaburgi, Karnataka
Date : 7th July 2017
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM

The ECBC capacity building awareness training programme was held at
Atharva Hotel, Kalaburgi on 7th July 2017.
Mr. ShivaKumar Batra and Mrs. Samhita were invited as ECBC master
trainers.
The participants from various departments such as Chief Electrical
Inspectorate, PWD & IWTD, KRIDL, Architecture Dept, DWU, GESCOM,
Panchayat Raj Engineering Dept., KUDA and architectural professors from
Kalaburgi engineering colleges totaling to 58 nos of participants were requested
to register themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and watering of the plant (Promoting
to save tress and go green).
Mr. Ramesh Nagar, DGM, KREDL welcomed all the officials from various
departments who participated in the programme and the trainers of that day.
He also gave the inaugural address giving an overall view on the state ECBC
notification, roles and responsibilities and its various components.
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, spiral notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the One day awareness programme
conducted on 7th July 2017 at Kalaburgi.

One day ECBC capacity building awareness program
Venue : Hotel Royal Orchid,central Shimoga, Karnataka
Date : 9th August 2017
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM

The ECBC capacity building awareness training programme was held at Hotel
Royal Orchid Central Shimoga on 9th August 2017.
Mr. Kumar Biplab and Mr. Kuladeepa were invited as ECBC master trainers.
The participants from various departments such as Electrical Inspectorate,
PWD & IWTD, Nirmiti Kendra, Town and Country Planning Department,
Muncipal Administration, SUDA, Zilla Panchayat and DC office totaling to
60 nos. of participants were requested to register themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Sri.B.S.Balakrishna, Superintending Engineer, PWD Circle, Shimoga was
invited as the Chief Guest who inaugurated the workshop.
Mr. Dinesh Kumar D.K, Project engineer, KREDL welcomed all the officials
from various departments who participated in the programme and the trainers
of that day. The present scenario of the state energy sector and ECBC was
briefed up by him to provide the background of conducting the workshop.
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Mr. Kumar Biplab (trainer) and Mr. Kuladeep Kumar (trainer) engaged
the participants with lot of real case studies which made the session very
interesting. The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their
doubts clarified.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, spiral notepad and a pen in a folder bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the One day awareness programme
conducted on 9th August 2017 at Shimoga.

One day ECBC capacity building awareness program
Venue : Guru Nanak Dev Engineering College, Bidar, Karnataka
Date : 11th August 2017
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM
The ECBC capacity buil ding awareness training program was held at Guru
Nanak Dev Engineering College, Bidar on 11th August 2017.
Mr. Syed Moazzam Ali was invited as ECBC master trainer.
The participants from various departments such as Electrical Inspectorate,
PWD & GESCOM, KHB and Professors and lecturers from Engineering College
Bidar and Bhalki totaling to 39 nos of participants were requested to register
themselves.
The program began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Mr. Ramesh Nagar, DGM, KREDL, Kalburgi welcomed the Principal, Guru
Nanak Dev Engineering College, Dr A. H Biradar, ME, Ph.D (IIT Mumbai) Bidar,
all the officials from various departments and professors and lecturers of
Engineering Colleges who participated in the program and the trainers of that
day.
Mr. Ramesh Nagar, DGM, KREDL, Kalburgi gave the inaugural address giving
an overall view on the state ECBC notification, roles and responsibilities and
its various components.
The trainer then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Mr. Syed Moazzam Ali (Trainer) gave an update on the state ECBC
status and made the session interesting.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, agenda of the workshop, notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The program ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the One day awareness programme
conducted on 9th August 2017 at Shimoga

One day ECBC capacity building awareness program
Venue : Hotel Royal Orchid, Central Shimoga, Karnataka
Date : 21st September 2017
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM
The ECBC capacity building awareness training programme was held at The
Hans hotel on 21st September 2017.
Mr. Mahesh Kumar and Ms.Samhita were invited as ECBC master trainers.
The participants from various departments such as Electrical Inspectorate,
CREDAI, DISCOMs, KHB, KRIDL, KSPH & IDCL, WRDO-KNNL and local
engineering college faculty and students totaling to 60 nos of participants were
requested to register themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Mr.Mahesh Kumar (trainer) and Ms. Samhita (trainer) engaged the
participants with lot of real case studies which made the session very
interesting. The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their
doubts clarified.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, spiral notepad and a pen in a folder bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the One day awareness programme
conducted on 21st September 2017 at Hubbali.

One day ECBC capacity building awareness program, conducted
at the Senate Hall of Visvesvaraya Technological University
(VTU), Belagavi, Karnataka
Venue : VTU, Belagavi, Karnataka
Date : 12th October 2017
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM
The ECBC capacity building awareness training programme was held at the
Senate Hall of Visvesvaraya Technological University (VTU), Belagavi on
12-10-2017.
Miss. Ruju Rathod and Dr. Shivaraj Dhaka were invited as ECBC master
trainers.
The participants from various departments such as Zilla Panchayat Belagavi,
KHB – (Hubbali, Bagalkote & Belagavi), KPTCL(Bagalkote & Belagavi Division),
Faculties from 19 different Engineering Colleges including Construction
Engineer from Channapatna, Architect – Suelo Urbano developers Pvt,
Belagavi, Directore – Kanca Elastomers Pvt Ltd, Belagavi, ISRO – Scientist
(retired) etc, totaling to 98 nos. of participants registered themselves for the
event.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Shri. N K Payannavar, DGM Regional Office, KREDL welcomed the Chief Guest
Shri. Dyamanna G.Savadatti, Director, KREDL and the Guest of Honor
Dr.Karisiddappa Hon’ble Vice – Chancellor, VTU Belgavi and all the officials
from various departments who participated in the program and the master
trainers of the day. Shri. N K Payannavar, DGM, Regional Office, KREDL gave
the inaugural address giving an overall view on the state ECBC notification,
roles and responsibilities of SDA and its various componens including
Renewable Energy (RE) scenario of the state and country.
The trainers then continued with the awaress program with an interactive
session. Miss Ruju Rathod(Trainer) and Dr.Shivaraj Dhaka(Trainer) gave an
update on the state ECBC status and made the session very interesting.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified. The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study
material set by BEE, Agenda of the workshop, Energy saving tips related
article, spiral notepad and a pen in a bag as a training kit.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day upon
holding the valedictory function in presence of Chief Guest Shri.Jagannata
Reddy, Registrar, VTU and other dignitaries.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the One day awareness programme
conducted on 12th October 2017 at Belagavi.

One day ECBC capacity building awareness program
Venue : Hotel Southern Star, Mysuru
Date : 5th Sep 2017
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM

The ECBC capacity building awareness training programme for private stake
holders was held at Hotel Southern Star, Mysuru on 5th Sep 2017.
Mr. Kuladeep Kumar and Mr. Shiv Kumar Batra were invited as ECBC master
trainers.
The participants from various company/ organization such as members of
builder association of India, Mysuru Central Pvt Architects, Students of
Architecture colleges, civil engineers etc., totaling to 55 nos. of participants
were requested to register themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp (Solar lamp
was used as it would promote use of renewable energy).
Mr. Dinesh, Project Engineer, KREDL welcomed all the officials from various
departments who participated in the programme and the trainers of that day.
Sri. Mahadevaswamy, Chairman, Builder Association of India, Mysuru centre
was the chief guest and was requested to inaugurate the workshop.
Miss. Meenal Anand from UNDP was invited to the workshop who gave the
keynote address.
Mrs. Meenal Anand from UNDP was present at the workshop and addressed
the gathering with a key note about the ECBC implementation across the
country.
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Mr. Kuladeep Kumar (Trainer) and Mr. Shiv Kumar Batra (Trainer)
gave an update on the state ECBC status and made the session very
interesting.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, spiral notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the One day awareness programme
conducted on 5th Sep 2017 at Mysuru.

One day ECBC capacity building awareness program conducted
for private stake holders
Venue : Hotel Grand, Kalaburgi, Karnataka
Date : 25th Sep 2017
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM
The ECBC capacity building awareness training programme for private stake
holders was held at Grand Hotel, Kalaburgi on 25th Sep 2017.
Mr. Kuladeep Kumar was invited as ECBC master trainer.
The participants from various engineering colleges, private/free lance
architects civil engineering consultants, members of Institute of engineers and
students of engineering colleges totaling to 70 nos of participants were
requested to register themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Mr. Ramesh Nagar, DGM, KREDL welcomed all the participants in the
programme and the trainer of that day.
Sr. S S Avanti, Principal, PDA college of engineering was the Chief Guest and
inaugurated by lighting the lamp. Dr. P K Kulkarni, Head of the EEE
Department, Dr. Suresh Patil, Head of the Civil Department, Sri Venkat M Rao,
Head of the Architecture Department all from PDA college of engineering
Kalaburgi were the Guest of Honor in inaugural session.
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Mr. Kuladeep Kumar (Trainer) gave an update on the state ECBC
status and made the session very interesting.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, spiral notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the One day awareness programme
conducted on 25th September 2017 at Kalaburgi.

One day ECBC capacity building awareness program conducted
for private stake holders
Venue : Hotel Deepa Comforts, Mangaluru, Karnataka
Date : 24th Oct 2017
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM
The ECBC capacity building awareness training programme for private
stake holders was held at Hotel Deepa Comforts, Mangaluru on 24th October
2017.
Mr. Kuladeep Kumar Mr.Shiv Kumar Batra were invited as ECBC master
trainers.
The participants from Pvt. Builders, Architect, Civil Engineers, Builder
association CREDAI, totaling to 40nos. of participants were requested to
register themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Mr. Dinesh Kumar D.K, Project Engineer, KREDL welcomed all the participants
in the programme and the trainers of that day.
Sri D.B. Metha Ex IRS, President CREDAI-Mangalore Chapter was the Chief
Guest and inaugurated the workshop.
Mrs. Meenal Anand, Assistant Manager, UNDP rendered keynote address.
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Mr. Shivkumar Batra(Trainer) and Mr.Kuladeep Kumar (Trainer) gave
an update on the state ECBC status and made the session very interesting.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, agenda of the workshop, spiral notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the One day awareness programme
conducted on 24th October 2017 at Mangaluru.

One day ECBC capacity building awareness program conducted
for private stake holders
Venue : Hotel Ashhok, Hassan, Karnataka
Date : 23rd November 2017
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM

The ECBC capacity building awareness training programme for private stake
holders was held at The Ashhok Hotel, B.M.Road, Hassan on 23-11-2017.
Mr. Kuladeep Kumar and Mr. Shivakumar Batrawere invited as ECBC master
trainers.
The participants from Pvt. Builders, Architect, Civil Engineers, BAI, consulting
Civil Engineers and Architect Association totaling to 42 nos. of participants
were requested to register themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Mr. Dinesh Kumar D.K, Project Engineer, KREDL welcomed all the officials
from various departments who participated in the programme and the trainers
of that day.
Sri Ramesh Kothari, President, Consulting Civil Engineers and Architect
Association – Hassan was the Chief Guest and Inaugurated the workshop.
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Mr. Shivkumar Batra (Trainer) and Mr. Kuladeep Kumar (Trainer) gave
an update on the state ECBC status and made the session very interesting.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, agenda of the workshop, spiral notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the One day awareness programme
conducted on 23rd November 2017 at Hassan.

One day ECBC capacity building awareness program
Venue : Royal Orchid Central Hotel, Shimoga, Karnataka
Date : 18-01-2018
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM
The ECBC capacity building awareness training programme was held at Hotel
Royal Orchid Central, B.H.Road Shimoga on 18-01-2018.
Mr. Shivakumar Batra and Mr. Kuladeep Kumar were invited as ECBC master
trainers.
The participants from Pvt. Builders, Architect, Civil Engineers, BAI, Consulting
Civil Engineers and Architect Association, ACEA totaling to 45 nos. of
participants were requested to register themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Mr. Dinesh Kumar D.K, Project Engineer, KREDL welcomed all the officials
from various departments who participated in the programme and the trainers
of that day.
Sri. Rajendra Prasad M.R Former President ACEA inaugurated workshop.
Bharath S President ACEA Shimoga Centre, Raju M President, Chamber of
Commerce, Shimoga Centre, Athma R Ragunandan, Vice chairman BAI
President was the Chief Guest.
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Mr. Shivakumar Batra (Trainer) and Kuladeep Kumar (Trainer) gave
an update on the state ECBC status and made the session very interesting.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, agenda of the workshop, notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the One day awareness programme
conducted on 18th January 2018 at Shimoga.

One day ECBC capacity building awareness program
Venue : Rao Bahadur Mahabaleshwarappa Engineering College, Bellary
Date : 03-02-2018
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM
The ECBC capacity building awareness training programme was held at Rao
Bahadur Y Mahabaleshwarappa Engineering College, Bellary on 03.02.2018.
Mr. Kuldeep Kumar and Mr. Mahesh were invited as ECBC master trainers.
The participants from various Engineering colleges, private/free lance
architects civil engineering consultants, Government officials from PWD,
GESCOM and Electrical Inspectorate totaling to 60 nos. of participants were
requested to register themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Mr. Ramesh Nagar, DGM, KREDL welcomed all the participants in the
programme and the trainers of that day.
Mr. Ramesh H Nagar, DGM, KREDL gave the inaugural address giving an
overall view on the state ECBC notification, roles and responsibilities and its
various components.
Sri G S. Basavaraj, Chairman, Dr. Kuppagal Veeresh, Principal, Dr. Savita
Sonnoli, Vice principal and Dr. T Hanumantreddy, Vice principal of Rao
Bahadur Y Mahabaleshwarappa Engineering College, Bellary were the Chief
Guests, and inaugurated by lighting the lamp.
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Sri Kuldeep Kumar (Trainer) and Sri Mahesh (Trainer) gave an update
on the state ECBC status and made the session very interesting.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, agenda of the workshop, notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the One day awareness programme
conducted on 3rd February 2018 at Bellary.

One day awareness program on ECBC, conducted for the
Professors and Students of various Engineering Colleges.
Venue : Navodaya Institution of Technology, Raichur, Karnataka
Date : 28th July 2018
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM
The one day ECBC awareness training programme for the Professors and
Students of various Engineering Colleges was held at Navodaya Institution of
Technology, Raichur, Karnataka on 28-07-2018.
Mr. Shivraj Dhaka and Mr. Syed Moazzam Ali were invited as ECBC master
trainers.
The participants from various Engineering colleges departments totaling to 52
nos. of participants were register themselves.
The programme began with lighting of the lamp.
Mr. Ramesh H Nagar, DGM, KREDL, welcomed all the officials from various
departments who participated in the programme and the trainers of that day.
Mr. Ramesh H Nagar, DGM, KREDL, gave inaugural address giving an overall
view on the State ECBC notification, roles and responsibilities and its various
components.
Principal of NIT Dr. M V Mallikarjun, Vice principal, Dr. Suman Kumar B,
Head of the Department of Civil Engineering of SLN Engineering College,
Raichur, and Sri Naganna Kandakur were the chief Guests to the Programme.
The Master Trainers Mr. Shivraj Dhaka and Mr. Syed Moazzam Ali then
continued with the awareness program with an interactive session, gave an
update on the State ECBC status, and made the session very interesting.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
The participants were provided with the State ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, agenda of the workshop, spiral notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the One day awareness programme
conducted on 28th July 2018 at NIT, Raichur.

One day awareness program on
Government & Private stakeholders

ECBC,

conducted

for

Venue : The Hotel Fortune JP Celestial, Bengaluru, Karnataka
Date : 22nd June 2018
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM
The one day ECBC awareness training programme for Government and private
stake holders was held at Edinburgh Hall, Hotel Fortune JP Celestial,
Sheshadri Road, Bengaluru on 22-06-2018.
Mr. Kuladeep Kumar and Mr. Shivakumar Batra were invited as ECBC master
trainers.
The participants from various departments such as, BBMP, KHB, KRIDL,
KPTCL, KPCL, BESCOM, UDD, PWD, KSPH, Dept. of Electrical Inspectorate,
Electrical Engineers, Architects, and Civil Engineers, are totaling to 115 nos. of
participants were register themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Mr. D Nagaraj, Managing Director, KREDL, welcomed all the officials from
various departments who participated in the programme and the trainers of
that day.
Mrs. K.N. Savithri, Chief Architect, GoK, was the Chief Guest, Inaugurated the
workshop and presents the Keynote Address.
Mr. Srinivasappa, General Manager, KREDL, presents the Vote of Thanks.
The Master Trainers Mr. Shivakumar Bathra and Mr. Kuladeep Kumar then
continued with the awareness program with an interactive session, gave an
update on the state ECBC status, and made the session very interesting.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, agenda of the workshop, spiral notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the One day awareness programme
conducted on 22nd June 2018 at Bengaluru.

Two day ECBC capacity building awareness program
Venue : Hotel Southern star, Mysuru, Karnataka
Date : 6th and 7th September 2017
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM
The ECBC capacity building awareness training programme was held at Hotel
Southern Star, Mysuru on 6th and 7th September 2017``.
Mr. Kumar Biplab and Mr.Kuladeepa were invited as ECBC master trainers.
The participants from various departments such as Electrical Inspectorate,
PWD & IWTD, KSPH, IDCL, AIISH DFRL, Central workshop railway, CFTRI,
BEML totaling to 65 nos of participants were requested to register themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Mr. Dinesh Kumar D.K, Project engineer, KREDL welcomed all the officials
from various departments who participated in the programme and the trainers
of that day.
Sri.Shashiraj K B, Additional Chief Electrical Inspector, Mysore was the chief
guest and inaugurated the workshop.
Ms. Meenal Anand, Assistant Project Manager, personnel from UNDP gave the
key note address to the gathering.
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Mr. Shivakumar Batra (trainer) and Mr. Kuladeep Kumar (trainer)
engaged the participants with lot of real case studies which made the session
very interesting. The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get
their doubts clarified.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, spiral notepad and a pen in a folder bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the One day awareness programme
conducted on 6th and 7th September 2017 at Mysuru.

Two day ECBC capacity building awareness program
Venue : Hotel Deepa Comforts, Mangaluru, Karnataka.
Date : 25-10-2017 and 26-10-2017
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM

The two days ECBC capacity building awareness training programme was held
at Hotel Deepa Comforts, Mangaluru on 25-10-2017 and 26-10-2017.
Mr. Shiv Kumar Batra and Mr.Kuladeepa Kumar were invited as ECBC master
trainers.
The participants from various departments such as Chief Electrical
Inspectorate, PWD & IWTD, Nirmiti Kendra, Town and Country Planning
Department, Muncipal Administration, MUDA, Zilla Panchayath, MESCOM
and totaling to 60 nos of participants were requested to register themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Mr. Dinesh Kumar D.K, Project engineer, KREDL welcomed all the officials
from various departments who participated in the programme and the trainers
of that day.
Sri. Ramesh K C, Joint Director, Department of Town and Country Planning,
MUDA Mangalore was the chief guest and inaugurated the workshop.
Mrs. Meenal Anand, Assistant Project Manager, personnel from UNDP rendered
key note address.
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Mr. Shivakumar Batra (trainer) and Mr. Kuladeep Kumar (trainer)
engaged the participants with lot of real case studies which made the session
very interesting. The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get
their doubts clarified.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, spiral notepad and a pen in a folder bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the One day awareness programme
conducted on 25th and 26th October 2017 at Mangaluru.

Two day ECBC capacity building awareness program
Venue : IMER Institute, Hindwadi, Belagavi, Karnataka.
Date : 30-10-2017 and 31-10-2017
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM

The two days ECBC capacity building awareness training programme was held
at IMER Institute, Hindwadi, Belagavi on 30-10-2017 and 31-10-2017.
Prof. Roshni Udyavar Yehuda and Prof.Shirish Deshpande were invited as
ECBC master trainers.
The participants from various departments such as Cantonment Board,
Architects, Consulting Civil Engineers, Town & Country Planning (Belagavi,
Vijayapura, Bagalkote), KPTCL (Bagalkote & Belagavi Division), faculties from
GIT Engineering College Belagavi etc totaling to 69 nos of participants
registered themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Shri. N.K. Payannavar, DGM & Head RO, KREDL welcomed the Chief Guest
Shri.Dyamanna G Savadatti, Director, KREDL and all the officials from various
departments who participated in the program and the master trainers of that
day.
Shri. N. K. Payannavar, DGM & Head RO, KREDL have the inaugural address
giving an overall view on the state ECBC notoficaion, roles and responsibilities
of SDA and its various components including the Renewable energy (RE)
scenario of the State and Country.
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Prof. Roshni Udyavar Yehuda (Trainer) and Prof. Shirish Deshpande
(Trainer) gave an update on the state ECBC status and made the session very
interesting.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified. The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study
material set by BEE, agenda of the workshop, energy saving tips related article,
spiral notepad and a pen in a bag as a training kit.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day upon
holding the valedictory function in presence of Chief Guest. Shri.Quais Noorani
President, CREDAI, Belagavi.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the One day awareness programme
conducted on 30th and 31st October 2017 at Belagavi.

Two day ECBC capacity building awareness program
Venue : Hans Hotel, Hubballi Karnataka.
Date : 14-12-2017 and 15-12-2017
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM

The two days ECBC capacity building awareness training programme was held
at Hans Hotel, Hubballi on14-12-2017 and 15-12-2017.
Shri.Syed Moazzam Ali and Shri.Gaurang Lele were invited as ECBC master
trainers.
The participants from various Government departments such as Hubballi –
Dharwad Urban Development Authority (HDUDA), HESCOM, Town & Country
Planning and Private establishments like Architect & consulting Civil
Engineers & totaling of 43 nos. of participants were register for the event &
copy attached.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting up of the lamp by the
dignitaries and participants.
Shri.N.K. Payannavar, DGM & Head RO, KREDL welcomed all the officials
from various departments who participated in the programme including the
Master Trainers invited for the event.
Shri.N. K. Payannavar, DGM & Head RO, KREDL gave the inaugural address
giving an overall view on the state ECBC notification, roles and responsibilities
of SDA and its various components including the Renewable energy (RE)
scenario of the State and Country.
The trainers then continued with the ECBC awareness program with an
interactive session. Shri. Syed Moazzam Ali (Trainer) and Shri. Gaurang Lele
(Trainer) gave an update on the state ECBC status and made the session very
interesting.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, agenda of the workshop, energy saving tips related article, spiral
notepad and a pen in a bag as a training kit.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the One day awareness programme
conducted on 14thand 15th December 2017 at Hubballi.

Two day ECBC capacity building awareness program conducted
for Government Engineers
Venue : Royal Orchid Central Hotel, Shimoga, Karnataka.
Date : 19th & 20th January 2018
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM
Two days ECBC capacity building awareness training programme was held at
Hotel Royal Orchid Central, B.H.Road Shimoga on 19-01-2018 and 20-012018.
Mr. Shivakumar Batra and Mr. Kuladeep Kumar were invited as ECBC master
trainers.
The participants from various departments such as PWD & IWTD, KSPH &
IDCL, Shimoga City Corporation, KSHIP, KRIDL, MESCOM, KPTCL, Southern
Western Railway, Electrical Inspectorate, Zilla Panchayath totaling to 65 nos.
of participants were requested to register themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Mr. Dinesh Kumar D.K, Project Engineer, KREDL welcomed all the officials
from various departments who participated in the programme and the trainers
of that day.
Sri. Mullai Muhilan M P IAS, Commissioner, Shimoga City Corporation,
Shimoga was the chief Guest and Inaugurated the Workshop
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Mr. Shivakumar Batra (Trainer) and Kuladeep Kumar (Trainer) gave
an update on the state ECBC status and made the session very interesting.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, agenda of the workshop, notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Photographs of the Two day awareness programme conducted
on 19th & 20th January 2018 at Shimoga

Two days ECBC capacity building awareness program
Venue : Senate hall VTU, Belagavi
Date : 22-01-2018 and 23-01-2018
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM
The ECBC capacity building awareness training programme was held on 22nd
& 23rd January 2018 at the Senate Hall, VTU, Belagavi from 09.30 Am to 6 PM
Prof. Roshni Udyavar Yehuda and Shri. Syed Moazzam Ali were invited as
ECBC approved Master Trainers of Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE).
The participants from different Government departments such as HubballiDharwad Urban Development Authority (HDUDA), Faculties from Engineering
Colleges, Architects & totaling of 74 nos. of participants were register for event
& copy of registration is attached.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting up of the lamp by the
dignitaries and Chief Guest Dr. Anand V. Shivapur, PG Coordinator & I/CRegional Director, VTU Belagavi and participants.
Shri. Rohan S. Gurav Asst. Professor & seminar Coordinator of VTU for ECBC
welcomed all the officials, faculties & representatives who participated in the
programme along with the Master Trainers were invited for the event. Sri. N K
Payannavar, DGM & Head RO, KREDL gave an inaugural address giving an
overall view on the state ECBC notification, its various components, roles and
responsibilities of Designated State Agency (DSA) including the status of
Renewable Energy Scenario of the state & country.
Dr. Anand V. Shivapur PG Coordinator & I/C- Regional Director of VTU,
Belagavi as a Chief Guest gave the presidential remarks & pressed upon to
involve this ECBC subject as syllabus in the Engineering- graduation course.
Dr. Nagaraj S. Patil, Associate Professor of VTU Belagavi extended the vote of
thanks to all the dignitaries, invitees & to the participants; while Shri.
C.G.Hiremath, Asst. Professor of VTU Belagavi performed the Master of
ceremony (MOC) and the dignitaries were given the VTU memento as a mark of
respect & customary of VTU Belagavi.
The Master Trainers thereafter continued with the ECBC awareness program
including an interactive sessions. Shri. Syed Moazzam Ali (Trainer) and Prof.
Roshni Udyavar Yehuda (Trainer) gave an update on the state ECBC and made

the session very interesting. Every participant was given about 30-40 seconds
of time for them to express their views on the ECBC and thus completed two
days training session with full day’s video recording.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material the
set of BEE, Agenda of the workshop, Energy Saving Tips related pages,
Notepad and a pen in the good bag as a Training KIT. The Feedback forms from
the participants were collected at the end of the 1st day as well as 2nd day and
certificate of participation were issued to all the successful participants.
The programme ended as a grand success & the participants expressed their
further interest in learning of ECBC further.

Some photographs of the Two day awareness programme
conducted on 22nd & 23rd January 2018 at Belagavi

Two days ECBC Capacity Building awareness program held on,
for M.tech Students, school of planning and Architecture
University of Mysore
Venue : Hotel Grand Mercure, Mysore, Karnataka
Date : 13-04-2018 and 14-04-2018
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM

Mr. Shivakumar Bhatra and Mr. Kuladeep Kumar were invited as ECBC
master trainers.
The participants are M.Tech students from school of planning and
Architecture, University of Mysore, totaling to 55 nos. of participants were
requested to register themselves.
The program began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Mr. Dinesh Kumar D.K, Project Engineer, KREDL welcomed all the students
and Professors who participated in the programme and the trainers of that day.
Dr. Nagendra H.N, Director, School of Planning and Architecture, University of
Mysore, inaugurated the workshop. Dr. B Shankar Associate Professor and Dr.
H S Kumar Assistant Professor was the Chief Guest.
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Mr. Shivakumar Bhatra and Mr. Kuladeep Kumar (Master trainers),
gave an update on the state ECBC status and made the session very
interesting.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
On 14.04.2018 all the participants visited ISHARE HVAC demonstration lab at
Vidyavardhaka Polytechnic College premises, Gokulam, Mysore and gained
practical experience on HVAC systems.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, agenda of the workshop, notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the Two day awareness programme
conducted on 13th and 14th April 2018 at Mysore

Two days ECBC Capacity Building awareness program
Venue : MIT, Manipal, Karnataka.
Date : 24-08-2018 and 25.08.2018
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM
The two days ECBC capacity building awareness training programme was held
at Manipal Institute of Technology, Manipal on 24.08.2018 and 25.08.2018.
Mr. Shivakumar Batra and Mr. Kuladeepa Kumar were invited as ECBC
master trainers.
The participants from MIT Professor, M.tech students from Architect, Civil and
Electrical Engineering Department, totaling to 68 nos. of participants were
requested to register themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Mr. Dinesh Kumar D.K, Project engineer, KREDL, welcomed all the faculties
and students from said departments who participated in the programme and
the trainers of that day.
Sri Dr. B.H.V. Pai, Joint Director, MIT, Manipal, inaugurated the workshop.
Prof. S. N. Bhat, Associate Professor, MIT, was the Chief Guest.
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Mr. Shivakumar Batra (trainer) and Mr. Kuladeep Kumar (trainer)
engaged the participants with lot of real case studies which made the session
very interesting. The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get
their doubts clarified.
The participants were provided with the State ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, agenda of the workshop, notepad and a pen in a bag.
On 25.08.2018 conducted Quiz and distributed Prizes for 5 Participants, who
scored highest marks in Quiz.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the Two days ECBC Capacity Building
awareness programme conducted on 24th and 25th August 2018
at MIT

Two days intensive ECBC Capacity Building training workshop
Venue : Hotel Fortune JP Celestial, Bengaluru, Karnataka.
Date : 14-09-2018 and 15.09.2018
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM

The two days intensive workshop training on ECBC for Government and private
stakeholders was held at Buckingham Hall II, Hotel Fortune JP Celestial, Sheshadri
Road, Bengaluru on 14.09.2018 and 15.09.2018.
Mr. Kanagaraj and Mr. Shivakumar Batra were invited as ECBC master trainers.
The participants from various departments such as BBMP, KHB, KRIDL, KPTCL,
KPCL, BESCOM, UDD, PWD, KSPH, Energy Department, Dept. of Electrical
Inspectorate, Electrical Engineers, Architects, and Civil Engineers, and developers are
totaling to 67 nos. of participants were register themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Mr. Hanumantharayappa, Asst. General Managing, KREDL, welcomed all the officials
from various departments who participated in the programme and the trainers of that
day.
Mr. D Nagaraj, Managing Director, KREDL, gave the inaugural address giving an
overall view on the state ECBC notification, and its various components.
Mrs. H D Arun Kumar, Hon’ble Member, Karnataka Electricity Regulatory
Commission, was the Chief Guest, Inaugurated the workshop and presents the
Keynote Address.
Mr. Srinivasappa, General Manager, KREDL, presents the Vote of Thanks.
The Master Trainers Mr. Shivakumar Bathra and Mr. Kanagaraj then continued with
the awareness program with an interactive session, gave an update on the state ECBC
status, and made the session very interesting.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts clarified.
The participants were provided with the State ECBC book, study material set by BEE,
agenda of the workshop, spiral notepad and a pen in a bag.
On 15.09.2018 Quiz conducted and distributed Prizes for 6 Participants, who scored
highest marks in Quiz. And Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of
the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their further
interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the Two days Intensive ECBC Capacity Building
training workshop conducted on 14th and 15th September 2018 at
Bengaluru.

Two days ECBC Capacity Building training workshop conducted
for Professors and Students from School of planning and
Architecture- University of Mysore
Venue : Hotel Fortune JP Palace, Mysore, Karnataka.
Date : 21-09-2018 and 22.09.2018
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM

The two days intensive workshop training on ECBC for Professors and
Students from School of planning and Architecture- University of Mysore was
held at Fortune J P Palace, Mysore on 21.09.2018 and 22.09.2018.
Mr. Kuladeep Kumar and Mr. Shivakumar Batra were invited as ECBC master
trainers.
The participants from various Colleges such as School of Planning and
Architecture, University of Mysore, Mysore School of Architecture, Mysore are
totaling to 58 nos. of participants were register themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Mr. Dinesh Kumar D.K, Project Engineer, KREDL welcomed all the officials
from various departments who participated in the programme and the trainers
of that day.
Sri. Dr. H.N Nagendra, Director, School of Planning and Architecture,
University of Mysore, inaugurated the Workshop.
The Master Trainers Mr. Kuladeep Kumar and Mr. Shivakumar Batra then
continued with the awareness program with an interactive session, gave an
update on the state ECBC status, and made the session very interesting.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
The participants were provided with the State ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, agenda of the workshop, notepad and a pen in a bag.
On 22.09.2018 visited HVAC ISHRAE Lab and also conducted Quiz
competition and distributed Prizes for 5 Participants, who scored highest
marks in Quiz.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the Two days ECBC Capacity Building
training workshop conducted on 21st and 22nd September 2018
at Mysore.

Two days ECBC Specialized Certificate Training program
Lighting, Hot Water Pumping System and Electrical Systems

on

Venue : Hotel Southern star, Mysuru, Karnataka.
Date : 28-02-2018 and 01-03-2018
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM

It was proposed to conduct 2 days exclusive Specialized Certificate Training
Programme for better understanding of the ECBC provisions topic wise.
Mr. Shivakumar Batra and Mr. Kumar Biplab were invited as ECBC master
trainers.
The participants from various departments such as, PWD & IWTD, BEML,
South Western Railway, BNPMIPL, Zilla Panchayat, CPWD, AIISH, CFTRI,
ISHRAE, Railway Workshop and totaling to 31 nos. of participants were
requested to register themselves.
The program began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Mr. Dinesh Kumar D.K, Project Engineer, KREDL welcomed all the officials
from various departments who participated in the programme and the trainers
of that day. Sri K. Vishwanath, Senior Deputy Electrical Engineer, Southern
Western Railway was the Chief Guest and he inaugurated the workshop.
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Mr. Shivakumar Batra (trainer) and Mr. Kumar Biplab (trainer)
explained the ECBC modules such as Lighting, Service Hot Water Systems,
and Electrical Systems in detail for the two days programme.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified. At the end of the two days session quiz conducted and prizes were
distributed for 5 winners.
The participants were taken on a local tour throughout the hotel campus,
explaining on the Energy Efficient methods already incorporated by the hotel
management. Suggestions were also given to the management to adopt ECBC,
utilization of solar water heaters, star rated electrical appliances etc.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, agenda of the workshop, notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the Two days Specialized Certificate
Training programme conducted on 28th February and 1st March
2018 at Mysuru.

Two Days ECBC Specialized Certificate Training Program on
HVAC
Venue : Hotel Southern star, Mysuru, Karnataka.
Date : 02-03-2018 and 03-03-2018
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM

The ECBC Specialized Certificate Training program was held on 2nd & 3rd
march 2018, at Hotel Southern Star, Mysore for Government and Private Stake
Holders.
Mr. Shivakumar Batra and Mr. Kumar Biplab were invited as ECBC master
trainers.
The participants from various departments such as, PWD & IWTD, BEML,
South Western Railway, BNPMIPL, Zilla Panchayat, CPWD, AIISH, CFTRI,
ISHRAE, Railway Workshop and totaling to 31 nos. of participants were
requested to register themselves.
The program began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Mr. Dinesh Kumar D.K, Project Engineer, KREDL welcomed all the officials
from various departments who participated in the programme and the trainers
of that day.Sri Syed Murtuza Ali, Project Director, IREP, Zilla Panchayat
Mysore was the Chief Guest and he inaugurated the workshop.
ECBC master trainers Mr. Shivakumar Batra and Mr. Kumar Biplab continued
with the awareness program and gave an update on HVAC provisions in
Energy Conservation Building Code and made the session very interesting.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
At the end of the two days session quiz conducted and prizes were distributed
for 5 winners.
Site visit for ISHRAE demonstration Laboratory arranged to know more about
on Heat Ventilation and Air Conditioning.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, agenda of the workshop, notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the Two days Specialized Certificate
Training programme conducted on 2nd and 3rd March 2018 at
Mysuru.

Two days ECBC Specialized Certificate Training program on
Building simulation conducted for Government and Private
Engineers
Venue : Hotel Southern star, Mysuru, Karnataka.
Date : 23-03-2018 and 24-03-2018
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM

Mr. Kanagaraj. G was invited as ECBC master trainer, for his assistance, the
ECBC cell team were also involved in the training session for one to one
training, better understanding for the participants.
The participants from various departments such as, PWD&IWTD, BARC,
MPVL, BSNL, SIRD, SIUD, ATI, SPA, ISHRAE, and totaling to 30 nos. of
participants were requested to register themselves.
The program began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Mr. Dinesh Kumar D.K, Project Engineer, KREDL welcomed all the officials
from various departments who participated in the programme and the trainers
of that day. Sri. Dr. Nagendra H.N, Director, School of Planning and
Architecture, University of Mysore,was the Chief Guest and he inaugurated the
workshop. Dr. Chandrashekar Doddamani, Managing Director, Mysore Paints
and Varnish Limited, was the guest of honor.
The trainer then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Mr. Kanagaraj. G (trainer), with the support of the ECBC cell team,
firstly gave an introduction to ECBC and later explained the Building
Simulation software in detail.
40 trial licenses of Design Builder Software was provided by
Mr. PC Thomas, Team Catalyst, on KREDL’s request through Mr.Kanagaraj’s
reference. This facilitated the participants to get hands on experience on
the Design Builder Software. Participants were requested to carry their
laptops for the training session for enabling to train in building simulation
software. One to one training was given to the participants for their better
understanding.
At the end of the two days session certificates were distributed to the
participants. The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study
material set by BEE, agenda of the workshop, notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the Two days Specialized Certificate
Training programme– Building Simulation conducted on
23rdMarch and 24thMarch 2018 at Mysuru.

Report on Two days ECBC Specialized Certificate Training program
on Lighting, Hot Water Pumping System and Electrical Systems
Venue : Hotel Deepa Comforts, Mangaluru, Karnataka.
Date 13-06-2018 and 14-06-2018
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM

It was proposed to conduct 2 days exclusive Specialized Certificate Training
Programme for better understanding of the ECBC provisions topic wise.
Mr. Shivakumar Batra and Mr. Kuldeep Kumar were invited as ECBC master
trainers.
The participants from various departments such as Chief Electrical
inspectorate, PWD & IWTD, KIOCL, Infosys, Zilla Panchayat, MESCOM, DCF,
totaling to 48 nos. of participants were register themselves.
The program began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Mr. Dinesh Kumar D.K, Project Engineer, KREDL welcomed all the officials
from various departments who participated in the programme and the trainers
of that day.
Sri Srinivas Murthy, DCF, Mangalore City Corporation was the Chief Guest
and he inaugurated the workshop.
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Mr. Shivakumar Batra (trainer) and Mr. Kuldeep Kumar (trainer)
explained about an updation status on State ECBC and the ECBC modules
such as Lighting, Service Hot Water Systems, Electrical Systems in detail for
the two days programme.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
At the end of the two days session quiz conducted and prizes were distributed
for 5 winners.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, agenda of the workshop, notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the Two days Specialized Certificate
Training programme conducted on 13th and 14th June 2018 at
Mangaluru.

Two days ECBC Specialized Certificate Training program on HVAC
Venue : Hotel Deepa Comforts, Mangaluru, Karnataka.
Date : 15-06-2018 and 16-06-2018
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM

It was proposed to conduct two days exclusive Specialized Certificate Training
Programme for better understanding of the ECBC provisions topic wise.
Mr. Shivakumar Batra and Mr. Kuldeep Kumar were invited as ECBC master
trainers.
The participants from various departments such as Chief Electrical
inspectorate, PWD & IWTD, KIOCL, Infosys, Zilla Panchayat, MESCOM, MUDA,
ONGC totaling to 23 nos. of participants were register themselves.
The program began with a short prayer and lighting of the lamp.
Mr. Dinesh Kumar D.K, Project Engineer, KREDL welcomed all the officials
from various departments who participated in the programme and the trainers
of that day.
Mr. K C Ramesh, Joint Director, Town Planning, MUDA, Mangalore was the
Chief Guest and he inaugurated the workshop.
The trainers then continued with the awareness program with an interactive
session. Mr. Shivakumar Batra (trainer) and Mr. Kuldeep Kumar (trainer)
explained about an updation status on State ECBC and the ECBC modules
such as Lighting, Service Hot Water Systems, Electrical Systems in detail for
the two days programme.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
At the end of the two days session quiz conducted and prizes were distributed
for 5 winners.
The participants were provided with the state ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, agenda of the workshop, notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the Two days Specialized Certificate
Training programme conducted on 15th and 16th June 2018 at
Mangaluru.

Four days ECBC Specialized Certificate Training programme on
Lighting, Hot Water Pumping System and Electrical Systems
Venue : Seminar Hall, GSSS Institute of Engineering for Women,
Mysore, Karnataka.
Date : 25.07.2018 and 28.07.2018
Time : 10:00 AM – 05:00 PM

It was proposed to conduct 2 days exclusive Specialized Certificate Training
Programme for better understanding of the ECBC provisions topic wise.
Mr. Kuldeep Kumar was invited as ECBC master trainers.
The participants from various Engineering College faculties, students totaling
101 nos. of participants were registered themselves.
The programme began with a short prayer and switching on the LED solar
lantern.
Dr. K Chidanada Gowda, Former Vice Chancellor, Kuvempu University
Inaugurated the Workshop.
Dr. Nagendra H N, Director School of Planning and Architect, University of
Mysore, Dr. M Shivakumar Principal GSSSIETW was the Chief Guest and they
inaugurated the workshop.
The trainers then continued with the awareness programme with an interactive
session. Mr. Kuldeep Kumar (Trainer) explained about an updation status on
the State ECBC in detail for the two days programme.
The participants were encouraged to ask questions and get their doubts
clarified.
At the end of the two days session quiz conducted and prizes were distributed
for 5 winners.
The participants were provided with the State ECBC book, study material set
by BEE, agenda of the workshop, notepad and a pen in a bag.
Feedback from the participants was collected at the end of the day.
The programme ended as a grand success as the participants expressed their
further interest in learning ECBC further.

Some photographs of the Two days Specialized Certificate
Training programme conducted on 25th and 28th July 2018 at
Mysore.

